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5 of 5 review helpful Fantastic guide to rocks and minerals By CarolECI What an excellent book I had no idea that 
each and every stone had a name had never thought about it Although I was primarily interested in agates which the 
book covered admirably it was a surprise how interesting all of the minerals covered can be If you ve ever walked with 
a kid who picks up pretty rocks and wants to know what kind it is Get the perfect guide to rocks and minerals of the 
Lake Superior region This handy book by Bob Lynch and Dan R Lynch features comprehensive entries for 75 rocks 
and minerals found in Minnesota Wisconsin and Michigan from common rocks to rare finds The authors know rocks 
and took their own incredible full color sharp photographs to depict the detail needed for identification no more 
guessing from line drawings The entries are organized by area so you can find Lake Superior Rocks Minerals A Field 
Guide to the Lake Superior Area by Bob Lynch Dan Lynch Small size bright photography clear descriptions of rocks 
and minerals and even an entry on junk you ll find on a Lake Superior beach this handy volume has 
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